1st September 2015

Each one of us is powerful beyond belief with
each thought that we take. It’s time to take
responsibility, and to be open.

Editorial

When I started on my spiritual journey, I was
told by a friend not to believe anything he said
with regards to spirituality. Which I
transferred to all things spiritual in life.
Question all things, only take in things that
feel right for you. Never take anything hook
line and sinker. You are the owner of your own
thoughts and feelings. Don’t just rely on
books, or someone telling you how it is. Get
out there and experience.

As I start to write this editorial, a space probe
has just reached Pluto after nine and a half
years travelling in space, to take the first
pictures. This is the first time that we can
physically see the planet, (sorry I know it has
just been down-graded – but the pictures show
it bigger than was thought, so it may go back to
being a planet,) as before it was just guess
work.

You are the Captain of your own ship, your
destiny and future is yours alone. How you
experience your life is your responsibility, it is
not down to others.

It brings the age old question back up. If we
do not see something, does that mean it does
not physically exist, at least in our own eyes?
Does a common consensus make something
into a reality, even though it is not generally
seen?

Let the winds of change blow through you, be
open to your surroundings. Decide how you
would like to experience life. The power of
thought is your most powerful tool, use it
wisely.
It is my hope that producing this Magazine,
gives people different perspectives, and
something to think about, and inspiring them
into action. Without submissions the
Magazine and Newsletter could not exist, so
please keep them coming to;

We know that in these days our eyes can
deceive us. For example in my childhood, a
photograph was a proof of how something was,
there was no trickery. In the new age of
photography, the actual subject can be
airbrushed etc to show how the producer of the
photograph wishes to show it, and not the
reality.

suzanne@eaglebear.fsworld.co.uk
Many thanks to all our contributors,
past, present and future.

Beliefs have a strong effect on us, even if they
are not rooted in reality. Many people are a
slave to their beliefs, not wanting to release
these cherished things. Perhaps it’s time to
take a look at our beliefs and question them.
A consensus of thought and belief within a
group makes something so, and giving it
power.
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Deadline for the next issue
1st December 2015
Next Issue Out 21st December 2015
All original submissions of the submitter
welcome, within the general remit of the
magazine. If in doubt ask the Editor. With
regard to articles, we are looking for 1,500
words max, with illustrations or photo’s.
Be a part of this special magazine, don’t hide
your light. There is no better time than NOW!
Check out our Facebook Page.
Like us.

Writing articles, not your thing? As you can tell
by past magazines, we are happy to receive
input from those of you of a more artistic,
creative nature, ie poems, inspired writing,
short stories, artwork, photographs, etc. The
sky’s the limit.

The gaps may be long between issues of the
magazine, but here’s an opportunity to interact
with those of a similar interest, and build a
strong network between peoples and groups.
www.facebook.com/FountainInternational

All contributions to the magazine are
the copyright of the authors, artists and
photographers, and Fountain
International Magazine. Unauthorized
use and/or duplication of any material
of the magazine without express and
written permission from its author and
owner is strictly prohibited. Excerpts
may be used, provided that full and
clear credit is given to the author and
www.fountaininternationalmagazine.co
m with appropriate and specific
direction to the original content.

Glastonbury Tor, UK
Join us with the monthly sending out of Pure
Love, Light and Balancing energies. Each 1st of
the month at 7am GMT.
Not able to make the sending out time of the
energies! You can still join in and be of great
value, by sending Pure Love energy to the Tor,
putting on the proviso that it is stored there
until 1st of the month at 7am, when it will be
sent out to the world to encompass all.

The views given in the magazine are not
necessarily those of Fountain International.

A thought is all it takes.

Donations are very welcome, through
the website, to enable the running costs
of the website and magazine, and the
promotion of the “Fountain Concept.”

www.fountaininternationalmagazine.com

Thank – You
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go to other dimensions, and retrieve
information. Back to our example: surely the
dot consciousness would benefit by knowing
all of the information that the line knows – the
line holding potentially infinite dots. Likewise
throughout the ages man has gone to higher
dimensions to retrieve information to make a
“bigger picture” decision. Perhaps our future
selves reside in another dimension or other
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dimension. Today, perhaps we could go to a
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Energy flows both ways. We can go to a higher
dimension and retrieve information like our
ancestors did. We can also go to other
dimensions and leave information. Why would
we do this??? Would the line care about the
dot??? The dot is a portion of the line. Another
example is “do you care about your finger?”
Your finger is a part of your body. And yes the
safety and well-being of your fingers are
important to you. So we could meditatively
enter a higher dimension and leave an S.O.S.
for help (is this what prayer is?). Perhaps we
could enter an altered mental state and think
of a person that we wish to do business with
and leave a message with them to contact us.
This is what is known today as mediumship –
only in reverse! The implications and benefits
of this practice are staggering!

Dimensions are subsets of information. Music
is also a subset of information, shaping and
influencing us – body mind and soul! Ancient
people knew this and used music to
incorporate healing patterns found in nature –
which I have incorporated into my music!

Does what happens in one dimension affect
what happens in another? Are these realms
independent or interdependent? Look at the
dimensions that we are sure of - the first to
third dimensions. Let’s take the paper house
that we constructed with our line drawings on
a piece of paper. Now we will set fire to that
paper house. When the paper house is nothing
but ashes does the line exist? Does the
circumstance of one dimension affect
another??? In our example about the body and
the finger - if the body dies, is the finger
impacted? Of course! Being very intuitive,
many times I have gotten a bad feeling about a
situation only later to see snippets of a past life
which was the root cause of my bad feeling.
For example if I drown in my last life, chances
are I am terrified of water in this life. There is
bleed through from one dimension to another.

First Free Mp3 - Paint your Soul CD

Total Wellness through Sound!
Free Sound Healing mp3s for
amazing results
Discover a Multitude of Ancient &
Modern Techniques using Sound Energy & Special Healing Frequencies to
achieve Profound Benefits

Songs from the Paint Your Soul CD
contain the Fibonacci tones – created
by a mathematical pattern found in the
stars, your body, flowers, beehives
and more. Tune to this sacred geometry (transposed into music) that God
used in creating our world.
Ancient people listened to the Solfeggio tones (in this track), to enhance
spiritual enlightenment and uplift their
souls. For example, the fifth tone is the
tone of DNA.
Second Free Mp3 Star Dust CD –

This selection from the Star Dust CD
contains heavenly music with the
sounds of the planets and trace elements of stars - converted into twinkling tones! Harmonize with the heavens and balance astrological energy.

To understand how this works I recall my
musical studies. With the process of
resonance, energy from an E string to a violin
will transfer to a nearby E string of another
violin. Invisible sound energy transfers on the
same note, an octave of it and several
harmonious intervals of this root note. When
we listen to peaceful and uplifting music we
change our emotions, brainwaves and even
physicality. So pleasing and uplifting music
that blesses us now and also has bleed through
- like all vibrations do! I imagine that the
music that we like in one life comes forward in
a new life as a musical preference. And we
thought music was mere entertainment????

Third Free Mp3 Healing Flower

Symphonies Vol. I and Vol. II – Listen
to the literal sounds of flower energy,
embedded in this delightful music!
Clear negative emotional energy and
build positive feelings! You can
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ence. It has claimed not just the health, wellbeing, sense of belonging, consciousness,
purpose and destiny of its victims, yet also
their very lives. A tyrant so clever and efficient
it need not exert any of its own effort or energy
to fulfil upon its devious plan. It simply relies
on the apathy, denial, unconsciousness, self
righteousness and cognitive dissonance of its
subject. What is spawned from this
malevolent blend of self-oblivion is what every
human being possesses, the false personality.

experience catharsis as you eliminate
negative energy!
Receive these free Sound Healing
mp3s and information at bottom of
home page at
www.jillswingsoflight.com.

The false personality is a vortex that consumes
anything that does not enable or supplement
its control and manipulation over a human
being. The most dangerous element of the
false personality is that it remains virtually
unknown and impervious to its unconscious
and distracted host. It is analogous to cancer
clusters growing in the human body,
undetected until the tumours have established
residency in the organs or tissues of the
unsuspected. And when it has been discovered, the first obstacle to overcome is the
greatest, the denial of its very existence.

JM has spent the past 20 years researching Vibratory Sound Energy for healing
and a wide array of other remarkable uses
(available in 3 books). She specializes in
Sound Secrets of Ancient Civilizations.
Mattson composes and produces her own
CD's employing numerous Sound Healing
techniques & energies + her original musical score. www.jillswingsoflight.com,
www.jillshealingmusic.com

The human race exists almost solely from false
personality. Its mission is to keep us
preoccupied from our true selves with our own
indifference, confusion, drama, and feelings of
failure. As our human conditions amass, we
eventually begin to sacrifice our personal
power both unconsciously and
unconditionally. We become hopeless anxious
and disempowered, fatalities of our own
circumstances, environments and lives.

Authenticity
By Iam Saums

The false personality survives mostly on
reaction. It is astonishing to discover how
much of our society is reactive in nature. It
would seem that there are very few genuine
actions expressed in our common reality. If
“cause” is the requirement of our freedom,
“effect” in our society is in great supply. The
human race is constantly responding to stimuli
being broadcasted from an authoritarian
structure based on belief, intelligence,
entertainment and a hierarchical class rule.
Yet, it is certainly not the external impulses
that influence us the most. It is our false
personality that renders us prisoners to
our- selves.

False personality
An oppression has grown stronger with the
passage of each generation in human exist-
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Our false personality is sustained by our
desire, our self-gratification, our uncertainty,
our upsets, competitiveness, envy and ill will.
It thrives on our willingness to transform and
our inclinations toward control and
manipulation. We tend to put more stock into
the disempowerment of others, and ourselves,
believing this is our “real” power rather than
accepting the truth of ourselves. We are our
own inspiration.

to higher realms of being is opened. Our true
personality is the key to the greatest
expression of our being in this reality, our
authenticity.
Authenticity
It may be challenging to draw distinctions
between our “true personality” and our
“authenticity.” After all, they seem to be the
same thing, yet they are not. Our true
personality is a facet of our existence as a
human being. Our authenticity is how we
express and share our true personality with
society. Authenticity is not just a choice; it is
an expression, a way of being. It begins and
ends with fulfilling upon what we say we are
going to do and who we are being while we are
in action. It is our integrity, our commitment
and all for which we stand in our lives. That
which inspires us sources our energy, our
focus, our intention and leads to the fulfilment
of our destiny.

True Personality
The first step in reclaiming our personal power
and shifting toward our true personality is in
the realization that we ALL have a false one.
In order for us to transcend its intricate
matrix, we need to become our own observer.
Only then may we behold the great degree of
influence and impact our false personality
imposes upon us. We must step outside of our
beliefs, perceptions, expectations, and
entitlements to awaken and sustain our
connection with our true personality.
Our true personality is who we were before we
were taught, conditioned and assimilated into
the common reality of contemporary society.
It is our inherent virtue we tend to hide, inhibit
or diminish. It is the part of our selves that
most of us have surrendered to our adulthood.
The qualities of ourselves we free when we are
at our most genuine and vulnerable. It is the
intuitive wisdom of ourselves we experience
when we need to remember who we were
before our conversion into society. Our true
personality is our innocence, kindness,
acceptance, potential, inspiration and
universal need to relate and belong.

Our authenticity is not just a measurement of
our accomplishments or even our being-ness.
It is the expression of our willingness and
dedication to transform not just our own lives,
yet the lives of others. It isn’t about
succeeding and surviving; it is about thriving
and empowering others to flourish as well. It
is the philosophy that when one person creates
powerful new insights for themselves, the
community to whom they belong stands to
benefit. How can we discover and experience
this quality of realization if it is not a shared
endeavour? Authenticity is lived for the
advantage of the many at the cost of the false
personality.

The false personality is dense in energetic
quality, immutable and fixed. The true
personality transcends the very nature and
existence of reality. Its mere presence
transforms the realism and dynamic of the
environment in which it inhabits. Its
expression is engaging, intimidating,
exhilarating and revolutionary. Our true
personality thrives on our potential to explore,
discover and express higher levels of
consciousness and infinite energy. It is the
emblem of eternal creativity and possibility.
When we are living from our true personality,
our false personality ceases to exist. A gateway

Being authentic is the greatest work to which
we will ever commit. We can never be
authentic with others until we are first
authentic with ourselves. Being authentic with
ourselves is choosing to accept our self for who
we are and who we aren’t. If our
consciousness relates us with our true
personality, then authenticity unites us with
our soul. When we chose to free ourselves
from our false personality by being authentic,
we are making an investment in the vision of
who we truly are. We are living it as only we
are meant, to the best of our possibility.
Authenticity is the cornerstone of transforming
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ourselves and ultimately the world. When we
commit to living an authentic life, we are
devoting ourselves to making a difference. We
are the source of our creative expression,
benevolence, relatedness and love. This is the
true realization of life.

races; and so on. The editors of the “Scientific
American” quoted Argentine writer Jorge Luis
Borges who said: “Time is the substance from
which I am made. Time is a river which carries
me along, but I am the river; it is a tiger that
devours me, but I am the tiger; it is a fire that
consumes me, but I am the fire.”

“LIVING IN A WAY, NOW, MOMENT TO
MOMENT, THAT MAKES A DIFFERENCE TO
LIFE. WE DISCOVER THAT AS HUMAN
BEINGS WE CAN LIVE IN A POSSIBILITY
INSTEAD OF IN WHAT WE HAVE
INHERITED, THAT INSTEAD OF JUST
BEING A HUMAN BEING BECAUSE WE
WERE BORN THAT WAY, WE CAN
DECLARE THE POSSIBLITY OF BEING FOR
HUMAN BEINGS. THIS IS THE WORK OF
TRANSFORMATION: BRINGING FORTH A
BREAKTHROUGH IN THE POSSIBILITY OF
BEING HUMAN. WHAT WE CREATE
TOGETHER IS A RELATIONSHIP IN WHICH
OUR WORK CAN SHOW UP AS MAKING A
DIFFERENCE IN PEOPLE’S LIVES. I
WELCOME THE UNPRECEDENTED
OPPORTUNITY FOR US TO WORK
GLOBALLY ON THAT WHICH CONCERNS
US ALL AS HUMAN BEINGS” – Werner
Erhard.

I think that Borges was talking about the
interconnectedness of life with time, the
interconnectedness of our physicality with
something as ephemeral but ever present as
time. Yet, how many of us, including me, feel
that we exist outside of time, that it flows
around us and not that we flow with it or exist
in it?
I ask myself, is being in time, being present to
time and interconnecting with it, one of the
tasks of mindfulness? Is being fully in time a
method to help ourselves be fully in the now?
As you can see, I often have a lot more
questions than I have answers.
Will I even remember every day to try to be in
time and not just be on time? One of the pairs
of meditation images in my book, Opening
the Heart: Meditations on How to Be,
addresses time, essentially in a quantum
physics way—time exists and time does not
exist. This pair is meditation images number 11
and number 12.

Being In Time
By Kathryn Samuelson
Sometime ago I took a walk to the park with a
large pond in the town where I used to live. I
overheard two fisherman talking as I was
walking around the pond. One of them said
that he had been up at 4:30 that morning
fishing at the lake in the community next door
and was here now as he had some time to kill.
It made me think on the rest of the walk about
how we talk about killing time, spending time,
almost anything but being in time.

The expanded text for meditation image
number 11 is:

I remembered that I had read an essay about
time on the flight to Ireland I took almost ten
years ago at that point—now over 12 years. I
looked in my trip journal, and, there it was. I
had torn out the piece called “The Chronic
Complaint” from the September 2002
“Scientific American”. It pointed out the
paradoxical way that we talk about time: time
as healer; time as destroyer; time crawls; time

“Time does not exist in the heart of the
universe. Be there.”
Science tells us that there is no literal heart of
the universe; however, whenever you dive
deeply enough into your inner self, you know
the heart of all things. This heart is the allencompassing love, knowledge and wisdom
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that we seek, and, when we arrive in that heart,
time does not exist—all is flow, all is stopped—
all at the same time. It is then this ‘heart’ of the
universe that we come to know the healing of
that love, compassion and knowledge as well
as our deepest soul existence. Find your way
there.”

One of the more interesting concepts to me is
that, on the quantum level, there seems to be
no time. Things in history can be happening
then and now at the same time. Time, as such,
is apparently non-linear. We can be, I have
been told by a channelled being that I consult
from time to time, living our current life and
all our “past lives” at the same time. We can,
apparently, reincarnate into a “time period”
that we have already lived in. Sometimes I am
in awe at the wacky, wonderfulness of the
universe, and, well, sometimes, contemplating
it seems to make my brain (or is it my mind?)
hurt, so to speak. It becomes a tad
overwhelming.

But as with all the meditation image pairs in
Opening the Heart, there is the seeming
duality with meditation image number 12.

Yet, for each of us one day follows another, we
grow up and change. We are not the baby we
were at birth. Things happen once and not
again. Things can recur. People come into our
lives, they leave, and sometimes they come
back into our lives. We do not breathe only
once: we breathe continually. As some spiritual
practitioners will tell you, there is only now,
this moment, this breath. But, we all have a
past we remember, we all have a future we
think about.

The expanded text is:
“Time exists on the human plane.
Be here.”
While it would be wonderful to exist in the
bliss of the heart of all things at all times, each
of us exists in a physical body. This body must
eat, sleep, exercise, think, earn a living, and do
all the things that human life calls us to do and
be. Many believe that we have made an
agreement as to what we are to learn and
accomplish when we are born to this life. If we
spend all our time in the heart of the universe,
we fail to live fully in our physical bodies, as
well as failing to accomplish what we are called
to do here. Find your way here.”

Shaman Vitki, author of Metaphysics and Lore,
Balance Your Life Path Numerology, and
Runes and Lore as well as a shaman and
clairvoyant, recently reviewed Opening the
Heart. He used the phrase simple complexity
to describe the book. I love this phrase. It
describes the seeming dualities, the opposites
of life quite well. Things just simply are. But
they can be complex at the same time. Hence,
simple complexity.
So, be here now. Take care of your body, mind
and spirit in the midst of your daily life. Work,
play, nurture yourself. Eat healthy food, breath
in and out. Pay attention to your family and
friends. Laugh. Exist in this time. Exist where
you are. Fully be. That is my sense of what my
angels and guides meant when they presented
me with mediation number 12: “Time exists on
the human plane. Be here.” It could, of course,
have other meaning for you. (This is one of the
joys of Opening the Heart: its layered,
multiple meanings that arise for each person. I
can only speak for myself.)

It is interesting to me that life/existence is
neither all nor nothing, neither all black nor all
white, neither all nature nor all nurture. That
two things that are seemingly the opposites, or
as I sometimes say are dualities, and yet both
can be true at the same time. The universe and
life are fairly complex, yet simple at the same
time if we choose to make our lives that way. It
is existing within and navigating between the
opposites or dualities that can create
complexity from something that just is, well,
just is.
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And, be there now—in the heart of the
universe. Center yourself. Sit. Breathe. Move
into your heart and from there into the heart of
things. Slow time to non-existence, to
nothingness. Hear what your heart has to tell
you. It speaks for you, for the world, for the
divine. You can be greatly blessed by this
practice of contemplating: “Time does not exist
in the heart of the universe. Be there.”

Self-Sustaining Emotions
By Daniel Raphael, Ph.D

Live the simple complexity. Be in time. Be not
in time.

Kathryn Samuelson, currently lives in
Vermont. As an intuitive, she channels your
angels and guides who are delighted to connect
with you, and who are uniquely suited to
answer your questions and address your
concerns. She can receive information as to
who your angels and guides are, as well as
receiving information for you about family,
health, job and career, and life path among
other issues and concerns. In her life coaching
practice, she welcomes all clients, but
specializes in helping those who are
undergoing a transition in their lives—whether
it is a move, a job or career change, a loss of
some type, or some other transition issue. She
was certified as a life coach in 2007 by the
University of New Hampshire. Kathryn also
leads workshops based on the set of
meditation images and text contained in the
book called Opening the Heart: Meditations on
How to Be, which is available as a paperback
through her website as well through Amazon
and Barnes and Noble. It is also an e-book. She
created this book with her friend, Linda Lewis.
For more information:
www.kathrynsamuelson.com,
klsamuelson@yahoo.com, or 781-799-7332.

In prior posts we discussed the three core
values of social sustainability, “Quality of life,”
“Growth” and “Equality.” They are innate to
our species and universal in every individual of
every nation. They have the capacity to sustain
families, communities, societies, nations and a
global civilization into future centuries. We
also discussed how these values urge us
individually to improve our quality of life, to
grow and to do so equally as anyone else with
the same capability. They support the growth
of societies and nations, through the collective
influence of individuals, especially in
organizations. Yet, what was missing from our
discussion is the initiating cause, the internal
motivation that propels this simple matrix of
values into action.
These three values can be interpreted and
implemented in at least three ways:
either ( - ), ( ᴓ ) or ( + ). Their interpretation
can be expressed negatively and destructively
in the form of seven deadly emotions: In
today’s language they include anger and
aggression, greed, laziness, pride, lust, envy
and hoarding (accumulating more than is
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us be more open and engaging within our self
and with others. They promote the inner
development, growth and maturity of our self,
leading us into the accumulation of livingwisdom that is essential to guide new
generations. Open, confident and socially
competent individuals are the essential
elements of social leadership, to lead others
into actions that sustain families, communities
and societies in peace.

needed for one’s life and circumstances). They
are evidence of innate selfish and selfcenteredness. These negative emotions are
degenerative in nature and diminish the
effectiveness of the individual in their own life
and are corrosive to their relationships with
others. When they emanate from
organizations and corporate or governmental
cultures, they can have a cumulative, negative
influence and effect upon communities and
societies, and create social, political and
economic instability. Such a narrow, selfish
and self-centered consciousness is the
motivating causes of social separation and
social disintegration, the antithesis of social
sustainability.

What is remarkable about these self-sustaining
emotions is that while these value-emotions
are subjective in nature, in reality they can be
objectively measured when we observe the
secondary value-emotions they generate:
acceptance, appreciation, recognition,
validation, respect, loyalty, faithfulness, trust,
authenticity, vulnerability, genuineness, selfidentity and identity of others, and many
more. They evoke acts of social integration
rather than social separation. These valueemotions provide the social lubricant that is
essential for the smooth functioning of
families, communities and societies, and their
sustainability into the future.

The inner motivating causes that initiate social
stability and sustainability are three essential
emotions, “Empathy,” “Compassion” and
“Love.” These three emotions lead us to be
open with our self and with others, enabling us
to improve our self-esteem and self-image; and
encourage us to improve our relationships
with others. They are not selfish, but
generous, and allow us to see our own life in
the lives of others, and then in compassion
reach out to help those others grow! That is
the true interpretation and expression of the
quality of life, growth and equality applied
individual-to-individual through emotional
integrity. Their constructive interpretation
leads to the positive development of our inner
personality structures; and, contribute
positively to our functioning in our family,
community and society. They complete the
holism of the Raphael Unified Theory of
Human Motivation.

Fundamentally, empathy, compassion, and
“love,” support the development of a higher
quality of life for our self and with others.
These emotions provide the motivating energy
to grow into a more complete, mature and
functional individual within our self and
within our social environment. They allow us
to see the common good as societal rather than
selfishly personal. Their expression
demonstrates the highest ennobling qualities
of human nature at its best, giving example to
others that encourages our own intra- and
inter-personal growth. With these three selfsustaining value-emotions, we now have the
direction and motivation from which to
develop highly positive family dynamics before
the arrival of children; and a loving,
compassionate and empathic means of
validating holistic growth in individuals,
families and societies.

When they are expressed authentically and
genuinely within us, they become the essential
connective-energy that empowers our inner
potential to blossom throughout the full
development of our life from childhood
through our elder years. These three emotions
not only allow but prompt us to consider
others as equals of ourselves, the truest
definition of the core value “equality.” We see
this clearly in the “golden rule,” a multicultural moral truism; and, we see it in actions
of “pay it forward.”

When you see evidence of these positive
emotions in action, you are seeing evidence of
the development of self-sustaining families
and communities. The positive interpretations
of the three values of social sustainability then
become constructive to the social and

Empathy, compassion, and “love”, are selfsustaining value-emotions because they allow
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emotional sustainability of individuals,
families, communities and societies. When we
internalize these values and value-emotions,
we realize that the collective power of
individuals affects individuals everywhere, as
much as the individual affects the collective
whole.

from the other animals. Defining the exact
nature of it is the tricky bit though. Although
there is no consensus on an exact definition by
the various professionals (scientists, doctors,
philosophers, physiatrists etc.) studying the
concept, most cite things like: the ability to
have abstract thoughts, being aware of past
and future and recognising yourself as an
individual. Some would say it is our very
essence and part of what makes up our soul. It
is what makes us, as individuals, us. There is
also the problem of where it actually comes
from. Now this is a huge topic that has been
argued about by some of the finest brains on
Earth for hundreds or even thousands of years
without any major agreement. If we can begin
to grasp what consciousness really is, however,
the big picture of our origins and existence
might become a little clearer at least.

© Copyright Daniel Raphael USA 2014. This
article may be copied without revisions,
additions or deletions. ##
daniel.raphaelphd@gmail.com
www.socialsustainabilityproject.com

A Question of Consciousness and
what it means for our Reality

Where does it come from?

By Marian Matthews

The first step in making any sense of this
debate is in settling the primary question. Is
consciousness just something generated by our
human physical brain? That is, just an offshoot
of the evolutionary process. Or is it something
added on from elsewhere? The real question is
then, is it one system or two?

Who are we actually? What are we really all
doing here? What is the true nature of this
reality that we seem to be living in? These are
the universal questions that most people that
think about things ask themselves from time to
time. Especially those of a more spiritual bent.
Knowing would help us to live our lives in the
best possible way. The answers, of course, are
another matter. How can we really know? All
we can do is look around us for the super clues
that are there, if you look carefully enough, to
give us hints of big picture of reality which is
probably too complex or wonderful for us mere
humans to grasp.

Although some scientific forward thinkers are
actively researching this, the main evidence is
as yet anecdotal. Phenomena like near death
and out of body experiences, astral travel, the
existence of ghosts, communication with the
physically dead and past life memories
strongly indicate that it is, in fact, two systems.
Consciousness, our essence, can be seen to
leave the body on physical death and go on in
some form. That part of us can also, to some
people, be seen as our soul.
So back to the key questions. Why
consciousness and where does it come from,
and what does its very existence tell us about
the real big picture of things?

One of the most interesting of these super
clues is the grand mystery of the nature of
human consciousness. Put simply, that is the
self-awareness and thinking part of us that
makes us human and what distinguishes us
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There are, of course, several views on all of
this.

reality. Perhaps one day we will understand it
all.

Firstly, that it is a gift from a God or intelligent
designer of some sort. It has been added in to
humanity at, or around the time of, our birth.
The Free Will that comes with it, the ability to
make decisions beyond that of our genetic
imperative, means that we can be tested. We
can also be punished or rewarded or just learn
life lessons, depending on the religious or
spiritual view you adhere to.

If you are interested in the nature of reality
check out Marian’s Reality Blog
www.marianmatthews.com Thoughts on
reflections of reality.

Facebook Aspects of reality page and
group.
7aspects@gmail.com

Secondly, that a universal, and some say
collective, consciousness is all around us.
When we are born as humans we just access
part of it for the duration. Within us are the
other layers and depths that some people can
access by study and meditation.

Her book, Aspects of Reality, a user’s guide to
the universe, is available in paperback or
electronically from the Amazon kindle store.

Sound Geomancy and the
Landscape

Thirdly, that consciousness is in every particle
of the universe. There is no real scientific
reason why atoms hold together and make the
matter of which we, and all of creation, are
made of. There must be an advanced mind
behind our creation. Whether it is the mind of
God or of another sort of designer is another
matter.

By Colin Kingshott

Similarly, there is the theory of biocentrism.
This states that life and consciousness are
fundamental to the universe and not the other
way around. That is, intelligence existed before
physical creation. Could this be a God or an
intelligent designer of some sort? Or even
ourselves at a higher level, which some people
suggest.
There is also the global brain theory. This
states that our individual consciousness’s are
neurons in a global brain. If we work together
with them, in a meditative state, we can
change the world around us.

The energy of flora, being of a feeling nature,
has a low form of plasmic consciousness.
We at Florachology have researched this
phenomena, and as a result we have complied
a large amount of information regarding the
sounds of plants and landscapes, and how it
impacts on health and psychological well being.

Which, if any, of these alternatives is correct,
we are probably, as humans too limited to
really know. Perhaps we are not really
supposed to. If knew the answer to enigma of
the true nature of consciousness though, we
would be well on our way to understanding the
real nature of ourselves, life, the universe and
everything. In the meantime, enjoy your
individual consciousness but just be aware that
it is part of a bigger, more complex, picture of

In this article I would like to share some our
findings.
Florachology has collected the “species sound”
of various flora ie snowdrop, rosehip etc etc,
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synaesthete the sensory values of the
landscape, mirror the human impact element
and is reflected so.

using our “plant sounds machine.” This
equipment records the morphic fields of
plants, and from this we can see definite
patterns of notes, rhythms, melodies and
harmonies of plants.

It is no coincidence or fate why people with an
overabundance of let’s say astral energy are
drawn to live in an area equally so. This is
equally true for other aspects of energies such
as mind, emotion and spirit.

Like each bird species, each plant species has
it’s own song, which can only be corrupted by
disease. (If we take this one step further, the
human being also has an energetic footprint,
which can alter when dis-eased.)

The “intelligence” and consciousness of
humanity were intricately woven together in
ancient times, and related to this
“intelligence”, were the goddesses Sophia,
Flora, Gaia. It is very important in today’s time
and place to reconnect to the “Intelligence”
through the Heart, and to be in touch with the
Earth, our planet, as a living sentient being
inhabited by “Intelligence”.

We Dream our Landscape into Being

With “entanglement”, we are all equally
connected on an essential level with one
another, and with the expression of nature.
Nature literally sings itself into existence,
unifying the landscape element into being.
Dreaming is another term for this infinite
spiritual cycle, called the dreamtime, and
within it, creation is a natural process.

It’s important for us to understand our own
personal space and relationship between
human personality and co-creative harmony or
disharmony between ourselves and the
Intelligence and the expression called Nature.
We tend to ignore the subtle dimensions of
reality and it’s here we need to change and
understand, the planet Earth for what it is,
only by doing this can we move forward.

In the Divine Play, as co-creators our minds
take part in creation. Although we walk
around not fully awake to this fact, and in a
perpetual sleepwalk, we have agreed to take
part in this Dream, and what we perceive as
reality.

It all starts with personal transformation.

We constantly interact with the Quantum
Field, our blueprint of all possibilities and
within this field all experiences exist as
possibilities and unrealized potentials. It is the
intentions we hold that activate the energetic
blueprints of our lives and landscapes. For me
as a synaesthesist, each individual landscape is
a soundscape and aromascape of form. This
individual landscape co-exists because of us,
we as human beings co-create with the Ethers
to form a reality or Dreamstate our conscious
state of Being. “Nature”, is an expression of
the intelligence and our co-creative impact.

Responsiveness to Morphic Fields
The human form shows how sensitive we are
to the All, from storms in our environment, to
solar storms, to storms of mental confusion.
But from a synaesthete viewpoint we have a
musicality of Nature that manipulates our
surroundings, the more we make a
Composition of our Life’s experiences. The
musicality of Nature is our primary experience
or expression of resonance, and how we are
receptive and responsive at the same time to
vibration or frequency.

Consciousness Drives the Universe

In my viewpoint the musicality of nature is
expressed when we intentionally relate to a

So when I look at a landscape I see and hear
the sonic sculptures from All of the flora. As a
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aspect of flora assumes a unique part together
that sounds create a Harmony a Sonic
Statement, depicting human perceptions,
dreams, folly or wisdom. The musicality of
nature for me shows how we influence Nature,
as Nature is a mirror or reflection of ourselves,
and we bring it into consciousness. Our
dreams become formalised or morphic
creations, you can see at this point we are
capable of formalisation of energy, the same
energy that activates the stars, planets
existence.

flower or a shared heartbeat, this
demonstrates musicality of intent to Nature.
The most refined expressions of human nature
is when the very essence of our soul is revealed
through inspired actions. A longstanding
myth of us being separate of Nature is so
wrong. “We are Nature.”
The Musicality of Nature

All physical and temporal habitats are an
expression of human consciousness through
morphic resonance. The whole of what our
experience is an extension of mind.
The human experience, or “dream”, is a
harmony between the physical frequency of
experience and the spiritual frequency they
flow together like a stream of Consciousness
for us to experience growth and change.
Each family, community, area, are members of
a musicality of frequency experiences. The
paths we take contribute to our collective
experience.

Natures orchestration or perpetual choir is a
constant point of “my life” experience, from
the pulse from Angelica root tip chakra, it’s life
force, to a place of being. The Rhythms of
Rosehip, and its repetitive sounds and patterns
are a hallmark of its identity. All Rhythm
plants issue forth identity and personality, the
identity of these plants is a complex
composition of frequencies that create and
form behaviour in our environmental ethers.
Rhythm plants are the basic morphic life-force
receptacles. They have formed in the morphic
ether fields of the landscape and influence and
are part of the reflection of the Ego of the body
language of our area, town etc.

The Qualities of Sentience is a vehicle of the
experience called the “world” in the patterns of
organisation which are variations of resonance
are forms of intention. What we perceive as
elemental matter exhibits the exact same
sentience qualities often reserved for
humanity.
As we look at aspects of our lives it becomes
very apparent that we are not alone in this.
This is Morphic Resonance Patterns. If we
take a country, such as Canada the “Qualities
of Sounds” are very different let’s say from
India or Australia.

Within this musicality of Nature, we also have
the Harmony plants of flora, which create
harmonic structures that fit together in elegant
resonant patterns to create and respond to
relationships. These plants work with our
physiological and emotional realms of
experience areas, towns etc.

The musical note or morphic frequency of
every individual in these contrasting countries
indicates the purpose, health, etc as this is a
Soul Tone of every country which relates to the
individuals born within that country or drawn
to live there.

All Melody plants have a unique sonic
resonance, a statement of intent which reaches
out to others. An expression of frequency.

This can also be true of towns or cities within a
country. For example in the UK, Totnes in
Devon. The energetics of the town are 20%
emotional, 50% mental and 30% spiritual. It

The musicality of Nature, mirrors the blending
of thoughts, emotions and feelings. Each
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has a morphic note of F and has mental ethers.
A short distance away is the village of
Babbacombe, that has only recently in the past
100 years been swallowed by the town of
Torquay, Devon . The energetics are 10%
etheric, 20% emotional and 70% spiritual. It
has a morphic note B and has spiritual ethers.

These plants have a unique sonic signature, a
message of intent creates repeated sound
within the musicality of form.

Following on from this, a countries note can be
different from that of their capital city.
Sweden as a country is note E, but Stockholm
is a note F. Iceland as a country is note B, but
Reykjavik is a note D.

Harmony

This creative force arouses emotions in
individual and areas of landscape with
intensity.

These plants and areas of landscape form
relationships of Harmony or jarring discord,
both which have physiological impacts upon
human nature. These plants form a strong
relationship with our emotions, they reveal the
Consciousness of the landscape, and create a
synergistic response of our heart.
Soundscapes
The whole of nature for me is of musicality,
each seed, fruit, flower or tree. All aspects of
flora have rhythms, melodies, harmonies and
soul tones, each plant species unique to its’
sound creation morphological field of energy
not separate or different from humanity
sounds and fields of energy.

This is a very small part of our research into
landscapes sounds, and country sounds. It is
from this we can deduce the various illnesses
present, social behaviour, psychological
profiles and then we have the knowledge to
rebalance the sounds.

So each flower sound creates Sonic Signposts
in the landscape tethers with intent, as a
synaesthesist I find it extraordinary the
complex yet simple sonic world of nature, as it
unfolds it Temporal habitat. The sounds of
each plant have a unique energetic shape and
sound.

The Musicality of the Landscape
The Elements of a Compositional
Landscape

If we look at the majestic Angelica, it has a
harmony of CDEFGAB, with the soul tone B.
Element of air, Angelica sounds incredibly
linked to the spiritual ethers of the landscape.
While if we take a look a Rosehip, it has a
rhythm CEDFGB with a soul tone C, element
earth.

We have Rhythm, Melody, Harmony, the
compositional form of “The Landscape.” Each
element resonates more prevalent in
respective areas of the landscape than others.
Rhythm Plants or Areas

So these plant sounds indicate in element and
sound the purpose.

These plants have a musical organisation,
repeated patterns like this are the hallmark of
a unique identity of a plant or landscape. The
rhythmic nature, the fundamental element of
organic life, the circadian rhythm of the
respiration of the Earth, to the rhythm of seas,
and of course the rhythms of the planets, and
how the human form is linked to this.

www.florachology.co.uk
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These ideas seem to be being supported and
guided by this magical area of Lugo, which I
describe.

Penas De Rodas
By Caroline Hallowes

Isn't it interesting how a single and seemingly
simple connection can cascade into a myriad of
thoughts and actions and new, very
meaningful connections.
This area has been calling me for a good few
years now, and my family and I have just
returned from a trip there. How magical and
fortuitous to now be connected with the
fountain community, where I am able to share
the information.

There is a very strong and powerful energy to
this place which seems to be amplified by the
magnificent and awe-inspiring sacred forests.
From what I have intuited about vortices, ley
lines and sacred sites, the area of Penas de
Rodas may holds some very significant
information for us as 'light-workers'.

Galicia is steeped in Celtic and Druid history
and anyone with an interest in sacred sites
may have heard of these magnificent stones at
Penas de Rodas.

I believe it to be a sacred feminine site to
become activated again by Empress and
Priestess type women, coming together with a
vision in their hearts, of a more balanced and
equanimous future, hopefully very soon.

Unfortunately I cannot offer any historical or
archaeological knowledge about this area; I
can only offer the information that has come to
me directly, from the energy and spiritual
dimension of this place.

On arrival at the site of Penas de Rodas, one is
struck by the awesome pair of the large
spherical stones.

In my work as a Craniosacral therapist and
also within my personal soul journey, I have
been drawn more and more to working with
'sacred feminine' energy.

The size of these stones has to be seen to be
believed and the photos don't really do the
magnitude of them justice.

This has manifested in so many different ways
and recently I set up the Empress-Emerging
Workshops to help women embrace their own
inner transformations.

There are a number of videos on the Internet
showing the sunrise at the Solstices and
Equinoxes, as with other sacred sites this
shows the astronomical significance of Penas
de Rodas as some kind of ancient observatory.
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There are also pieces of work that have been
written about this area, all of them in Spanish,
but none that I can find detailing the link to
the Sacred Feminine.
(There is an organisation called the Sacred
Forest, which I know to be a group of people
coming together to work towards protection of
this sacred place, and to share knowledge of
healing and such like, these are the only people
that I know of, who have discussing the
purpose of the site).
As one walks around the site there are so many
stones and altars and thrones to observe, it
really is something magnificent.

There is a strong sense of women here and the
High Priestess presence is energetically
evident.
Below and to the left of the two main stones is
a stone throne with some sort of bathing pool
nearby.
As I walked near and around the pool my
uterus went into strong contractions as if I
wanted to give birth again. I mean really
contracting as if in the last throes of labour..
The obvious explanation is that this pool is
some sort of birthing pool, having been
observed by many Priestesses on the throne
behind!

Let's focus on the two main stones first of all;
at the rear of these two megaliths, one is struck
by the physical manifestation of female
genitalia being expressed by one of the stones
(the left hand one as you look East).
The more you look and study this the more you
realise it cannot be anything else. The detail of
the 'genitalia' is spookily accurate and a
signpost for what this site is about.

At quite a distance behind the two main
stones, hidden amongst the trees is a 'master'
stone of some sorts.
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The information I received about that stone, is
that it is energetically out of synch with the
other stones in the collection and needs
adjusting in some way, by a circle of women
coming together to do their work.
Information that came to me that night, is that
it is to be the collection of the twelve high
priestesses who belong to this site, and need to
come back and complete this task.
To my mind it is obviously connected with the
Global Reclamation of Female Power, and this
site has a job to do in helping to rebalance the
masculine and feminine energies in this world.
The site seems to be a fulcrum around which
other main sites can rebalance and come into
harmony.
I have studied other vortex and sacred sites, to
see where Penas de Rodas lines up with, or
connects to.
My guess is it could be the fulcrum for the
rebalancing of two main energetic sites: the
one in the Himalayas (the main anchoring of
masculine energy) and the one at Lake Titicaca
(the female anchoring point).

Hand of God:
Synchronicity or Co-Incidence?
By David Arenson ND

These two centres are completely equidistant
from the site in Lugo!
They are not on the same longitude, but this is
possibly important, so as the site at Penas de
Rodas is able to act as the axis, to help to shift
the energy from the masculine site to the
feminine site.
A gathering of feminine energy is needed at
Penas de Rodas to reach a threshold point of
feminine energetic representation.
My belief is that this will somehow activate the
site and bring it back in alignment for it to
fulfil its purpose.

Out of the blue, something catches your
attention, a blinding flash seemingly
answering an inner calling or question...

With these points in mind I would like to invite
people to share any intuitive information with
me, regarding this global rebalancing project.

Have you ever met someone one day and
bumped into them “randomly” the following
day or soon thereafter? Or seen a word that
answers a question you've been meditating on?
Or found a strange connection appear before
you out of nowhere?

www.carolinehallowes.com
Info@carolinehallowes.com
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“devotee” – seeing meaning in every event. I
would caution people – there needs to be a
caveat – not all synchronicities are
meaningful!

A voice from the Divine – or just co-incidence?
Recently, I've been dating someone who
showed me her vision board, and on the top,
she had unknowingly placed a cut-out of one of
my articles from a local magazine, “Choosing
Love.” I was speechless. She had no idea that it
was written by me, as she had taken it from the
front cover and didn't even know I was an
author.

I’ve come to see that not all coincidences and
events in our lives mean something. Bumping
into the postman when he’s delivering the
mail, doesn’t necessarily mean anything
beyond him doing his job, and you doing
yours, and those events coinciding for a
moment. The problem with relying too much
on synchronicity is that it can take away your
own free will or intention out of your life, and
rely too much on “acts of God” – promoting
reactivity (waiting for God) instead of
promoting being proactive (taking action).

Some stories I've heard recently...
Andy was searching for a copy of ‘The
Alchemist’, a book she had lent to her cousin
and it had got lost. That day her housemate
was spring-cleaning the house, throwing out
old books in a box and dropped off a copy of
‘The Alchemist’ on her desk, thinking she may
like it.

At least sometimes, one can search too hard
for spiritual meanings in daily events which
may really just be co-incidents. Since we live in
a conscious universe, no events are actually
accidental. However not all events are equally
meaningful or significant.

Paulo was sitting at his computer writing an
email when his cat Milo jumped onto his
keyboard. On the screen, appeared the words
“JFK”. Paulo had been studying political
history for a project at college.

The lines between synchronicity, precognition
and clairvoyance are blurred. For example,
ever thought of a friend, and then received a
phone call from them, or seen them later on?

These seemingly random encounters seem to
be “signs” that something significant is at
work. Recently, many people have been acutely
aware of synchronicity occurring in their lives.
Let's further explore the dance of synchronicity
and what it may mean in our lives.

Just last week, I was chatting to a friend about
catching up with her in the morning, and that
night bumped into her at an isolated
restaurant. How did that happen – of all the
thousands of restaurants – how could we both
end up at the same one - I wondered? Surely
such an event is unlikely to occur by random
chance. She later mentioned she had seen me
walking in the park earlier. Maybe there was a
message or transaction that we needed to
communicate to each other, or perhaps our
earlier communication had connected our
energies and aligned our paths?

Synchronicity is a concept originally coined by
Carl Jung to describe meaningful coincidences
- the "acausal connecting principle" that links
mind and matter and supersedes cause and
effect. Many times in history, there has been a
case of the simultaneous discovery of the same
thing. This is well-documented in science.
I was first introduced to the concept of
“synchronicity” years ago when I read James
Redfield’s ‘The Celestine Prophecy.’ Redfield
theorises that all coincidences are important
because they direct the way to an unfolding of
our personal destiny. In my personal
experience, I have been through periods
heavily influenced by the concept that
synchronicity was meaningful. Many of the
major events of my life have been guided by
synchronicity – relationships beginning and
ending, work, career paths, etc. I’ve had
moments where I’ve been a Celestine prophecy

Synchronicity can hint at destiny, or it can
come via dipping your feet into the divine
matrix, or field of consciousness. Jung pointed
to an underlying field of consciousness, which
he called underlying connectedness. It can also
be a message or sign sent from angelic beings
or spirit guides, if you believe in those.
I recall the day after my grandmother dying
seeing an old graceful lady waiting with me at
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uplifting every person that comes into our
lives.” It is our responsibility to others to be
awake and aware of the potential of each
moment to touch and help another.

a tram stop, and feeling that it was a message
from my grandmother that she was with me
still.
Sound familiar – remind you of something?
Perhaps it's a synchronistic moment reading
these words? Would you like to awaken and
activate synchonicity?

5. Let go.
I have found that synchronicities occur when I
am active in the world, being and feeling more
than just “doing” - more in the “zone” in terms
of awareness and consciousness. Surrender to
this field.

Here are SEVEN WAYS to open to
SYNCHRONITY:
1. Be open to receive the wisdom of each
moment as it unfolds.

6. Relax!

Synchronicity reveals an underlying pattern in
the universe, a large guiding framework that
organises our lives.

Synchronicity requires being relaxed - it
cannot be willed or forced.
Expanding our awareness within the infinite
sea of consciousness, is tapping into
possibility. When you access this field of
energy - call it the universal field or the divine
matrix – you are tapping into a field which is
loving, abundant, and in which nothing is
impossible. Stress or unease breaks our
natural communication with this field. It also
obstructs our ability to “see” beyond the
obvious, to go deeper into awareness.

2. Know what you want.
Having a clear idea of what we want to create
in our lives, what we want our lives to be like
encourages synchronicity.
Redfield’s seventh insight is - “Knowing our
personal mission further enhances the flow of
mysterious coincidences as we are guided
toward our destinies.”

7. Embrace the mystery!

Synchronicity can hint at our life path, or
remind us of where we are headed, or guide us
to change direction. Synchronicity brings us
relationships and love. There are so many
stories of mysterious coincidences that bring
two lovers together. Synchronicity brings gifts
to be treasured.

Synchronicity is about being awakened to the
infinite possibilities available to us within the
divine matrix of perception. Have fun with it,
embrace it, and let it flow to you like the pure
water of a spring. Allow the mystery to unfold.
As the White Queen said to Alice "It's a poor
sort of memory that only works backwards".
(Lewis Carroll)

3. Synchronicity is an energy.
Change your energetic or vibrational frequency
to reflect the feeling or “reality” you wish to
embody. For instance, if you want to feel more
love, be loving.

Can you be the director and star of
your own film – you decide how it is.

Changing our frequency will change the people
we attract into our lives. We are all
communicating with the field of energy around
us. Who we are being and how we are feeling
affects this field.
4. Be in service of the people in your life
and all humanity.
Redfield’s eighth insight is “We can increase
the frequency of guiding coincidences by
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become one. It is the apex in time and place
when the cosmic flame, K’AK enters
awareness. Cosmic fire is the ultimate unifier
The person shines and transmits his inner
beauty outwardly as he remains fully in the
present moment in a state of being Peace and
Beauty and Love.

RAKU RA-KU RAH KU FIRE
SERPENT
By Sandra Wood (Devi)
[The Raku spiritual pottery process of the five
elements and the transcendent actions of the
Fire Serpent in spiritual enlightenment.]

SCULPTURE: ETERNAL PRESENT ARTIST:
DEVI FIRE DANCER.

Copyrighted Humans
Science Revealing Genetic
“Patents”
By Patrick Michael Mooney
Science and Religion have long used different
methods to answer the same burning
questions of human existence. Who are we?
How did we get here? For the most part, there
has been a tenuous truce between the two
camps in order to avoid the battle for ultimate
cognitive primacy. Science agreed to explore
the extrinsic realms and Religion culled the
truth of our intrinsic natures. According to
scientific researcher Gregg Braden, these
separate knowledge quests have collided like
subatomic particles in the field of human
genetics. The nature of this collision, so far,
has been more like fusion than fission.

In the hands of the Master, RAKU is a
chemical and alchemical process which results
in a transcendent transformation of the earth
element, clay. The process begins with simple
clay, Earth, which is altered with Water, Air
and Fire. The result brings joy to the very core
of any people witnessing how this spiritual
process changes an ordinary clay form into a
creation of the extraordinary. Fire is the
transcendent factor and its effect extends
beyond the limits of ordinary firing. The result
is unknowable and can exceed all
understanding. It is beyond our grasp in left
brain thinking--but it is pure ethereal divine
beauty fully apprehended by the mind and
heart. The RAKU process brings the clay into a
state of being. The clay doesn’t have to perform
a service like holding coffee or food. The final
function of the RAKU beauty is being what it
is--and simply this --brings joy to its
beholders. The Raku Master is Love, and,
transmits Love into every moment of this
process.

What Braden intends to reveal in his upcoming
book is that the human genome has the
message “God Eternal within the Body”
inscribed in it. This was found by correlating
genetic research with the Hebrew alphabet
through the science known as Gemetria. The
name of the “god” found within was none other
than the ancient Yahweh or Jehovah (YHWH),
revered by more than half of the earth's
population through the three major religions
of Judaism, Christianity and Islam.
Will this discovery be the final vindication that
these religions have been right all along? To
many, it certainly will.

Likewise the process of enlightenment which is
both chemical and alchemical results in a final
transformation by Cosmic Fire. Earth, Air,
Water and Fire are in balance and harmony
and make way for the Fifth Force of the Center
of the individual. An ordinary person is
changed into the extraordinary--his True Self.
It is the time when the personality and soul

Observing the intricate detail invested in the
human being, even in all of creation, has led
many to ponder the existence of some kind of
“architect” behind it all. The creationist
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argument against evolution, it now appears,
may be the correct one.

war on each other for millennia, despite all the
rhetoric about love and justice. If human
consciousness continues to be body-centered,
then the alien codes programmed within will
continue its history of aggression and
oppression.

After all, Darwin's “missing links” have never
turned up anywhere. At least the creationists
now have a "signature" they can point to.
In what must be an embarrassing trend for
science in general, further genetic research is
beginning to show that modern Homo Sapiens
are not the genetic descendants of CroMagnons or Neanderthals. Combine this
knowledge with archeological revisions that
are suggesting that ancient civilizations, such
as Egypt, are far older than conventionally
believed, and you can begin to see a bigger
picture evolving. Instead of reinforcing the
scientific theories our modern world was built
upon, current research continues to
disintegrate one major paradigm after another.
Have we been deceiving ourselves all this
time?

Unlearning the dominant matrix of consensus
reality is no easy task. Braden's latest discovery
may reveal why human evolution has been so
painstakingly slow. It may be that the human
body has been “hardwired” to short circuit
Spiritual impulses or limit the range of a
Spirit's perception. Many of the “masters” or
avatars that our cultures revere, whether they
existed or not, seem to have the transcendence
of the body as a common trait.
On the other hand, one may wish to consider
that the human Spirit chose these alienengineered bodies simply for the “fun” of
trying to escape it, or in some fashion,
transform it to suit a truly human agenda.
From this perspective, the much needed Spirit
of play might rightly motivate our cultures to
see that life need not be such a time of toil and
suffering. Whether the human body's creators
will permit such an experiment on a global
scale remains to be seen.

These troubling anomalies for Science are no
great victory for Religion either. As our
understanding of the past becomes clearer, so
too does our understanding of whom this
“god”, YHWH, may be. Instead of some
omnipotent, benevolent deity lovingly guiding
us through earthly life to eternal paradise, we
may have to open our minds to the possibility
that this god represents the direct intervention
of an alien culture on this planet. Too many
ancient cultures reference these kinds of
interactions to be ignored any longer. Hiding
behind a severely edited Bible will prove
fruitless as well.

Embedded within this tale of genetic sleuthing
is also the lesson about how “truth” unfolds.
Placing our collective trust in the realms of
Science and Religion to validate our existence
is a double-edged gamble. On the one side, we
may applaud the two for coming together in
this New Age to corroborate a truly fantastic
perspective that links materialism with
spirituality. On the other side, we may
perceive these institutions as collusive
partners in continuously leading humans away
from the truth of our heritage. That the two
seem to be less at odds with each other these
days may mean nothing more than the NonAggression Pact between Hitler and Stalin.
Both were agreed on the suppression and
torture of their respective populations despite
their political differences. Braden's discovery
is ultimately meaningless unless we confront
these harsh observations.

That this is an important train of thought can
not be underestimated for those in the
unlearning process. Finding the name of god
encoded in our genetic structure may only
mean that our bodies are the copyrighted
property of our creators, much like Monsanto
can claim to own the seeds they genetically
alter. It by no means infers that our Spirits
must be subservient to them. For perhaps the
first time, the spirit of mankind can look its
creators in the "eyes" and ponder the “whys” of
our global heritage.
If we judge the creators by their creation, we
can see that this YHWH created a world of
brutal, subservient cultures that have waged

Whose Life are You Living?
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Ambassador, as well as husband to the Queen
of The Sidhe.

Ambassador to the Faery Realms
Introduction

Hear Patrick’s profound message of Love to
the world, The Magus Speaks
https://youtu.be/As_0V9hUha0

Patrick Michael Mooney grew up swallowing
all the bullshit his parents, teachers,
government and mass media fed him during
the formative years of his trusting life.
However, once released from the mind control
that is our modern education system, Patrick
began to think for himself. Over the next 8
years, while serving as an outstanding High
School teacher, he discovered that his world
was based on fundamental lies and that his
participation in the education system made
him part of the problem rather than part of the
solution.

Visit Rainbow Bridge Studios for up to date
news and new releases
www.rainbowbridgestudios.com

In 2003, he began to share the truths he
discovered as a result of his own direct
experience through his website, The Institute
of Unlearning (www.unlearning.org).
Concurrently, Patrick worked as an audio
engineer and record producer for the world
famous Monroe Institute. During this time, he
came into direct, physical contact with the
"Invisible Worlds", a part of which is the
Ancient Faery Realms. In 2013, he accepted
the role of Ambassador, in the tradition of
Thomas the Rhymer, and began his public role
as Bard, bringing modern humans into
renewed contact with The Sidhe.

Water and Water Ritual
By Glenn Capers and
Suzanne Thomas

Bragging rights
Survived the mean streets of Jersey City, NJ
and the New York metropolitan area. Patrick is
also proud to have thrown off his Catholic,
Christian upbringing, to have recognized the
US Government's lies regarding the events of
9//11/01, and to have lived for over a decade
without paying any Extortion Taxes to the
criminal US Imperial Regime. While these are
extraordinary achievements in and of
themselves, Patrick's best accomplishments
came AFTER he stopped listening to the world
and instead, began following his own heart.
The gifts so far acquired along the way are
talents in the field of Tarot Card reading and
other intuitive oracles, like The Runes. He also
has talents as a singer, sound engineer,
multimedia artist, Bard and Sage. His greatest
joy to date is having gained passage to the
Faery Realms, where he serves as Human

This is a first in a series of collaborations
between Glenn Capers and Suzanne Thomas.
Having known Glenn for many years, I have
often felt when seeing some of his pictures,
that words jump out at me. In some of the
past issues of the Magazine I have shared the
pictures and the poems that have come to
mind. In this article we would like to take this
a step further.
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On a recent trip to the India, Glenn took some
photographs of water ritual on the Ganges. (All
the photographs are Glenn’s ©)

(Glenn Capers ©)
Water Pray
A man in prayer drinks from the Ganges as
almost from the heart of a Christian thinking
of the communion. Drink this wine and see it
as the blood of Christ.

(Glenn Capers © )
Two old men aid each other in their personal
ritual at the Ganges River. In view of this
moment you begin to feel that their moment of
joy carries a touch of sadness knowing that this
could be the beginning of nearing their end as
well.

Ritual has many symbolisms that somehow
diverse but in the end they serve that same
thought which is prayer, alignment, cleansing
and to prepare oneself for the spiritual
encounter now and at life's end of your
personal journey on earth.

(Glenn Capers © )

(Glenn Capers © )

Prayer is personal. How one performs within
himself, his prayer, is his emphasis which how
he communicates with his goads and family
line passed. This can be visually seen.

A child learns from the experience of the day.
He came for cleansing after visiting his grand
father near death.
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(Glenn Capers © )
Water of Life
I offer the “water of life” to my god.
You cleanse my body and soul.

(Glenn Capers © )

You bring into peace my heart.

A woman over taken in grief as she starts to
pray in respect of her parents in the water of
the Ganges.

I feel your nurturing embrace.

Teach me more about your ways.
You give life, but you can also bring death.
Your energy is that of duality.
I honour and respect your bounty and power.
Water
Water is venerated around the world in
different ways. It is one of the four basic
elements together with earth, air and fire.

(Glenn Capers © )
A loved one rises to the top. Lepers are not
cremated. They wrap there family members in
cloth. Tie them to string and a rock. The body
sinks, but in time they surface and float down
the current. Here western tourists are a bit
frozen in shock as a body just popped to the
surface.
For mankind, life could not continue without
water. It is truly the water of life. We
ourselves are made up of a high percentage of
water, and need water to keep our bodies
working in the way that they should.

Life ritual and the water of the Ganges is an
important life symbol.
As I now take over from Glenn, this next
picture in particular spoke to me.

As the tides of the oceans, and seas are linked
to the pull of the moon, our bodies are also
linked to the moon.
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thoughts and words, and that polluted water
could be cleaned through prayer and positive
visualization. If you haven’t come across him
before his work is well worth a look.
For many years I have had an interest in
“flower essences,” although this term is rather
inadequate for the vast range of essences out
there, for example grasses, fungi, fruit,
crystals, animals, angels, the landscapes etc
etc. These little phials of liquid, from my
personal experience can pack a powerful
punch, when dealing with the emotional, and
spiritual. Although they are soft and subtle in
their activity. I don’t intend to go into massive
detail in this article. But the basis behind the
“flower essences,” is that they are an energetic
imprint. For example a snowdrop.

The spiritual attributes of water contain a
duality, as a life giver and destroyer.
Memory of water – Our memories held in the
water in the body. Perhaps a more outer
example of this, is some years ago when I was
undergoing training we did an experiential
task. There was about 15 of us in the room,
and the person who was going to “read the
water”, was told to leave the room. Out of the
willing participants, one person was chosen to
place their hands in a bowl of water, for approx
5 mins. After a drying of hands, and a
reshuffle of positions the “reader” returned.
Now bear in mind that the “reader” was also a
student, was quite easily able to pick up details
of the person who had, had their hands in the
water, giving details of their personality and
situation at present.

Part of the energy of the snowdrop is that of
letting go, having fun and lightening up. An
energetic imprint of this is held in the water of
the essence. When we take this essence, a few
drops over a regular period, it may have an
effect on the water within the body, causing a
reaction within ourselves. In the snowdrops
case it may help in the letting go of something,
we are grasping onto. (Seek a local Flower
Essence Practitioner, if you feel that Flower
Essences could help you. Also see the BFVEA
website – British Flower and Vibrational
Essence Association.)

So, on a spiritual level water is more than just
a liquid which keeps us alive.

Water can hold onto the imprint of energy. Dr
Masaru Emoto, (who died recently on 17th
October 2014,) was a pioneer in this field, (his
books are still available.) He sought to show
that there was a link between human
consciousness and the molecular structure of
water and it’s effects. Emoto explored the
belief that water could react to positive

Glenn Broughton
Glenn Broughton has been researching “Crop
Circles for many years, and has found a link
between them and underground water.
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River Styx. This river separates the world of
the living and the world of the dead.

“It appears that a combination of

underground water and Earth energy
currents is what attracts or allows crop
formations to occur in any particular
location”

For Native American Indians water signified
life, fertility, purity and sustenance of life.
Water symbolically represents life, rebirth and
pure happiness. But it can also represent
death, violence and enslavement. Water in it’s
duality is a double edged sword.

For more on his very interesting work go to
Journeys with Soul website.
Water rituals are very important all over the
world, and in many religions. In Christianity
water is important in Baptism or Christening,
as it symbolises purification and the cleansing
of the original sin.
We often hear talk about the “Holy Water!”
In Buddhism water is used at a funeral. Water
is placed in a bowl before the monks and the
dead body. As it fills and pours over the edge
the monks recite “As the rains fill the rivers
and overflow into the ocean, so likewise may
what is given here reach the departed.”

Hopefully this article has given you a little
insight into the vast subject of water, for you to
dive deeper into the subject.

In Islam water is important for cleansing and
purifying. Muslims must be ritually pure
before approaching God in prayer.
In Japan there is a water ritual to provide
relief or assurance desired for almost any
event in one’s life. Ritual water works in two
ways, it gives and it takes away. It gives
health, wealth, wisdom, because of its sacred
origins or its blessed condition. It takes away
evil, bad luck or the spiritual grime of daily life
by virtue of it’s purity or its simple cleansing
properties.

About Glenn Capers

I've come to realize that my art has diversity
with a powerful individual vision that
chronicles the life of individuals. People draw
me into their lives to tell their story to anyone
willing to listen and validate their reason for

In ancient Greece, the souls of the dead were
ferried to rest across the dark waters of the
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living. My attraction to story-telling grew as
my life developed behind a camera. I
discovered that it's not how a photographer
looks at the world that is important, it's their
relationship with their fellow human beings
and these moments of connectivity that are
frozen in time for all to see.

overwhelming peace that things are in “divine
order” and having an inner “trusting” that we
are being led to take the next steps, and the
next steps we take are the exact right steps to
take on our journey.
A lot of my life has been centered on the belief
of “HOPE” so when I saw in Kat’s e-mail that
the subject for this month is HOPE, I was
compelled to write something to “hopefully”
inspire and motivate others.

I am now teaching street photography and
journalism around the world. Helping people
to find their stories, after they identify their
personal pilgrimage.

One of the most tangible experiences I have
had with “Hope” began in April, 2014. I had
been a part of my office dragon boat paddling
team for the last 5 out of 7 years, but somehow
without my knowledge, hurt my back at our
first practice on April 5, 2014. I knew
something was terribly wrong, but continued
to attend Saturday practices throughout April.
I could hardly turn my neck for six weeks and
had to lay on the couch the minute I walked in
the door from paddling practice to regroup for
several hours before I continued on with my
regular weekend chores, laundry, grocery
shopping, mowing the lawn, walking my dog,
etc. I was unable to paddle through the month
of May, paddled in several races which took
place over two weekends in early and late
June, and then was unable to paddle for our
final race weekend in July, but attended as a
cheerleader for my team. I had gone to a
physiotherapist near my office 4 times as an
emergency patient in June, as I was having
excruciating back pain all the time, and those
sessions helped me up to about 20 minutes
afterward to relieve the pain, but then I would
be back to absolutely intolerable pain levels. It
was determined at that time by the
physiotherapist that my sacroiliac joint in my
lower spine was seized.

As a photographer I have won a John F
Kennedy award, Leica Medal of Excellence for
outstanding achievement in humanistic photo
journalism, NPPA region 10 second places, and
many more.

A Message of Hope from the
Angels
By Brenda Rachel ©

Recently, the Angels channeled to me an
inspirational quote about HOPE, which is one
of the quotes that will be found in my new
inspirational/spiritual quote book, soon to be
published through Balboa Press.
“(H.O.P.E.) – HELPING OTHERS BY
PROVIDING ENCOURAGEMENT”
One of the definitions of “Hope” found in the
www.freedictionary.com website is:
“To wish for a particular event that one
considers possible: We are hoping for more
financial support.

I was on a week’s holiday at the time, which
went from the end of July into the beginning of
August. My back and neck were now totally
inflamed, so I went to my doctor to see what
was happening, as I had never experienced
back issues before this period. I have had
many health issues, but this was all new to me
so I was very concerned, as I knew I could not
return to work in this condition. My doctor
sent me for x-rays and I was off work for the
rest of the month of August. My x-rays showed
decompression of several discs in my neck and

2. Archaic to have confidence; trust.”
Hope is positive encouragement, a promise
that something better will unfold, an unspoken
anticipation and unexplained excitement that
goodness is coming, that a possibility is
emerging from something we thought was not
possible, all of these creating in us a feeling of
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spine, and moderate arthritis, so this gave me
an idea of what I was dealing with. I returned
to work at the beginning of September and left
work on the morning of September 16, 2014 as
I could hardly walk or sit at my desk. I began
spinal decompression treatments on
September 17, 2014 at a cost of several
thousand dollars, which used up all my
savings, and this helped to some extent to
relieve the pain, but not a lot. I was grateful for
any relief by this time. I mostly laid flat on my
bed to get some relief and could not walk my
dog at all, do any housework and had to give
up all outside yard work.

I attended a rehab clinic from November 2014
to April 2015 3 to 4 times a week for 3-4 hours
per session, (after the first couple of weeks of
going for 2 hours a session), and it turned out
that my femoral nerve was damaged, so I was
now living with another new health issue. I
returned to work on a graduated return to
work program on February 2, 2015 and
returned full-time on April 27, 2015. I had to
live on 60% of my salary and this was not an
easy task, but all through this time I did not
lose Hope. I accepted that this was my life
purpose and needed to continue with my
inspirational/spiritual work for God and the
Angels through my music and quotes.

Over the next 6 weeks I prayed to God and the
Angels to “take me home” as I had lost all
“Hope” of recovery and having some normalcy
back in my life. I told God and the Angels that
if my “service work” for them was complete
and they no longer needed me to be a
messenger for them, then I was ready to go
Home. I pleaded with them to “just let me die
in my sleep tonight as I want to be back Home
with my brothers and sisters, the Angels”. Life
had lost all meaning for me and I truly did not
want to live, if my work on Earth was done.
Lying flat on my back for the rest of my life
was not something I wanted to consciously
experience - this was no quality of life for me
from my perspective.

Fast forward to today, May, 2015. I was guided
every step of the way by the Angels to have my
new inspirational/spiritual EP “In This
Moment” released by MondoTunes on
December 2, 2014. I composed both the music
and lyrics between 2004 and 2006 when I was
on disability with severe plantar fasciitis in
2004-2005 and could not walk for several
months. The Angels channeled all the songs to
me and I have no musical background. During
the EP release process, I learned everything I
needed to know about digitally marketing my
own music and promoting my EP myself
through social media. I had no desire up to this
point in my life to ever be on social media or
learn about it. At the time of writing this
article, I now am blessed to be connected with
about 4,200 people between Linkedin, Twitter
and Facebook.

On October 29, 2014 after being almost
completely bedridden since September 17,
2014 and attending 3 laser therapy and spinal
decompression treatments a week, wearing a
back brace full-time, and not knowing if, or
when, I would ever get some relief from the
pain, I was lying on the spinal decompression
bed when my Mom, who is deceased, came to
me with a message she had for me from the
Angels. Mom told me directly “You need to get
your music on itunes”. That is all she said. I
did not know how to do this, but this was all I
needed to know from her - that I was still
going to be used by the Angels, as their
Messenger, to do their work. I now had HOPE
that something positive was going to happen in
my life, trusted that I was going to be directed
as to how to do this, and knew that I now had a
purpose once again. I did not question the
Angels’ message.

Without the Angels using my Mom as their
Messenger of Hope, I cannot be sure what
direction my life would have taken. I do know
that I am now sharing my story with you with
the Hope that it inspires and motivates at least
one person who feels lost, depressed, and/or
directionless, or feels they have lost their
purpose or have no purpose in life. Please, take
it from my experience, never ever lose Hope.
The Angels are only a breath away and will
intervene when they are asked to. Ask your
Angels for guidance, but be ready for what they
ask of you. We have to be open to receive their
messages and listen to what they ask us to do.
Hope will be given to you if you ask the Angels
directly for it.
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Have a wonderfully blessed day filled with
Peace, Love, Joy and Hope.

“EMPOWER YOURSELF WITH
MESSAGES FROM YOUR ANGELS”

Angel Blessings,

What is Angel Therapy®

Brenda Rachel
I can be contacted at
brendarachel444@gmail.com for Angel
Readings.
The links to my EP “In this Moment” and my
social media sites are:
Links:
http://www.mondotunes.com/brenda-rachelreleases-new-ep-in-this-moment/
http://www.amazon.com/This-Moment-UnaClair-Hemingway/dp/B00PL40LEA/
https://itunes.apple.com/us/album/in-thismoment-ep/id941428488
Angel Therapy is guidance We, as Angel
Therapy® Practitioners are given from the
Angelic Realm which provides answers to
questions by using many mediums such as:
clairvoyance, clairaudience, clairsentience and
claircognizance. Angel Therapy® brings
awareness of the Angels’ presence into our
lives and the knowledge that the Angels are
available to us, at any time, for assistance, if
we choose to ask them for it. Angel Therapy®
assists people by showing them how to invoke
the power of their Angels to assist with the
transformation of their lives.

http://www.blogtalkradio.com/powerofpercep
tionradio/2015/01/04/power-of-perceptionradio-with-brenda-rache l
https://twitter.com/BrendaRachel444
https://www.facebook.com/people/BrendaTeichroeb/10000844317359
https://www.linkedin.com/nhome/?trk=nav_
responsive_tab_home

What is an Angel Therapy® Practitioner?

http://www.mondotunes.com/brendarachel-releases-new-ep-in-this-moment/

An Angel Therapy® Practitioner communicates with the Angelic Realm and receives the
Angels’ Messages through his/her senses;
hearing, feeling, knowing and seeing. The
messages we receive from the Angels provide
specific answers to specific questions for each
person involved. The messages from the
Angelic Realm assist each of us with a myriad
of issues; this may be anything from a personal
crisis, relationship issues, financial difficulties,
career choices, health problems or questions
about our life purpose. All questions are
answered with the Angels’ Messages.

http://www.amazon.com/This-MomentUna-Clair-Hemingway/dp/B00PL40LEA/
https://itunes.apple.com/us/album/in-thismoment-ep/id941428488

Angel Messages Cover All Aspects of Our Life,
Some of Which Are:
Career, Finances, Health, Family, Relationships, and Life Purpose
If you would like an Angel Reading, please
contact me directly at:
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E-mail: brendarachel444@gmail.com

and Capricorn, each of which begin a
new quarter or season of the year.

Brenda Rachel, Angel Therapy® Practitioner

Libra is the relationship we have with
our physical self and our soul self. To
find the divine balance within.

Certified by Doreen Virtue – May 2006
Email: brenda@brendarachel4angels.com
URL: http://www.brendarachel4angels.com/

With the element of Air and ruling planet
Venus, peace, harmony and flow can be
found when we look within and do the
recalibration work at this time.

Astrological Outlook for
October to December 2015

Ma'at – the principle of Divine Cosmic
Order - is inherent in the symbol of the
scales of justice, but Libra's symbol used
to be the Dove – the essential spirit that
dwells in us all as we journey on the
earthly plane.

By Zoe Hind
From Autumn to Winter

The number 7 loves to seek and as we
enter the darkest months, we embark on
a voyage of self-knowledge.
Scorpio – October 23 - November 22
Scorpio is the eighth sign of the zodiac.
A fixed sign along with Taurus, Leo and
Aquarius, each of which anchor the
seasonal energies and produce great
works.
Scorpio is the darkest month of the year.
This sign is at the end of the Milky Way
where souls are said to depart this
plane. This is the origin of Samhain (Halloween) and all its customs.
Pluto, Lord of the Underworld, takes us
to meet our shadow selves and explore
that which is hidden deep inside.
The inner planets

Magnetic water is the elemental essence
here. We attract to us from our inner
magnetic subconscious realms.

From October through to December, the
personal planets, that is to say, the Sun,
Mercury, Venus and Mars are all travelling together. These are the celestial
bodies closest to Earth and with which
we have a more personal, direct
relationship; representing life force
energy, mental clarity and communication, values and creativity and dynamic
action respectively.

Sagittarius –
November 22 - December 22
Sagittarius is the ninth sign of the
zodiac. A mutable sign along with
Gemini, Virgo and Pisces, each of which
take us from one season to another.
Sagittarius is the Archer and the constellation shoots it's arrow directly to
Galactic Centre.

For the next 3 months, therefore, most
of the immediate energy available is
in Libra, Scorpio & Sagittarius. These
signs take us into the dark months
leading up to the Winter Solstice.

The Sun is reborn at the Winter Solstice
and this Jupiter ruled sign is all about
Sovereignty and Wisdom.
Sage-ittarius is the shaman. As we stare
into the hearth fire that links us to our
ancestors on the coldest nights, storytelling, generosity and a sense of

Libra – September 23- October 22
Libra is the seventh sign of the Zodiac. A
cardinal sign along with Aries, Cancer
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community abound. This is the origin of
many Christmas traditions.

with great wisdom and pure spiritual
energy flow are one of the high
expressions of this alignment.

The number 9 loves to expand with the
growing Sun and journey far and wide.

Wherever Sagittarius is in your chart will
show you where you can focus your
attention for great rewards.

Moon times:
28 September 2015 – Full Moon
in Aries – Total Lunar Eclipse

Jupiter into Virgo 11 August
Jupiter stays in each a sign for a year
taking 12 years to complete a circuit of
the zodiac.

13 October – New Moon in Libra
27 October – Full Moon in Taurus
11 November – New Moon in Scorpio

In August this mighty sovereign moved
from Leo to Virgo.

25 November – Full Moon in Gemini

In the coming year the emphasis will
shift to expand our minds, energize our
bodies and reap the rewards of our hard
work.

11 December - New Moon in Sagittarius
Mercury Retrograde in Libra:
28 August – Mercury enters Libra

To follow these planetary movements in
more detail – please visit my 'In the
stars this month'
page: http://www.astrozo.com/In-thestars-this-month(2594989).htm

18 September – Mercury turns retrograde 15 degrees Libra
Find this point in your birth chart to see
where you can most effectively work
with these energies.

Orphiuchus – The 13th sign

Get your chart here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DH
h3Ee1P6JY&list=PLIc2XgiCLCY7nDv7j0yPWr1c1uXjf_hp
10 October – Mercury turns direct 0
degrees Libra
Reminiscent of 28 August. Back to forward motion we can assess the lessons
we have learnt.
24 October – Mercury passes back
over the 15 degrees point
Look back to what was happening 18
September.

With only one foot in the zodiac belt, the
dates of Orphiuchus are calculated
within the sign of Sagittarius from
November 29 to December 18. This does
not require us to adjust the Zodiac as
the constellation are markers and it is
the Sun, Moon and seasons on Earth
that create the collective fields we know
as the astrological signs.

All clear by end of October
Outer planet activity
Saturn into Sagittarius
Over the Summer we experienced a brief
retrograde by Saturn back into
Scopio. From now until late 2017
Sagittarius will be the focus of
Saturn's detailed inspection.

The Serpent Handler
The Serpent in question here is the Milky
Way.

Saturn represents structure and
responsibility and Sagittarius is the
sovereign self.

The Milky Way enters the zodiac from
our perspective on Earth between the
signs of Taurus and Gemini. The
ancients called this the silver gateway

The discipline of the Martial Artist
springs to mind: core strength coupled
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and their knowing was that this is where
souls entered from the Orion Nebula to
our earthly plane.

Perspective, empowerment and
releasing potential is the result.
Zoe teaches Astrology and other esoteric
subjects as well as giving a variety of
unique Astrology & Tarot Readings both
on-line and in person.

In Ireland the river Boyne aligns with
the Milky Way and the Cow Goddess BoAnne was said to be the one that gave
her nourishing milk allowing life to flow
in.

She also runs a monthly meet up group
in London and a private members area
on-line.

Meanwhile, across the skies, the golden
gateway between Scorpio and Sagittarius was said to be where souls leave to
return to the Source via the Cygnus to
Galactic Centre. This was called the
Swans path or Goose Flight and is where
we get many Samhain (Halloween)
connections as well as the idea of a final
'swan song'.

www.astrozo.com
youtube: zoeastro

Books and Book Reviews
How Amazing You Are
By Lynn K. Russell

Although these dates can easily pass us
by as we look ahead to the mid-winter
festivities, there is something strange
about this mysterious 13th sign.
As well as tuning in for yourself to feel
the energies, this is a great time to
honour those that have passed and
connect to the central space where we
all reconnect in the end.

One by one, near-death experiences are
changing the world. Each day hundreds of
people are brought back from death with
amazing stories to enlighten us. THE
WONDER OF YOU, What the Near Death
Experience Tells You About Yourself, was
written after a research of 2500 NDE cases and
is filled with loving messages about our reality.
We are far more beautiful and amazing than
we have ever realized. Many people who came
back from the other side of existence
repeatedly that what we experience in the
physical world is nothing more than a living
dream, and when we die, we actually wake up.

About Zoe...
Zoe was introduced to Astrology by her
mother at the age of 8 and has continued to learn and love this profound
system ever since. It soon became a
way of life.
Embracing the cultural beliefs and
practices of druid ancestors, and
combining this knowledge with a healthy
interest in other ancient cultures along
with the latest scientific theories, she
brings the past and the future together
to make sense of the present.

Near-death is not a new phenomenon. Plato
wrote about Er a man who died and returned
to tell of his experience. Indeed, the messages
being brought back are themselves also not
new. They have been repeated by great
spiritual leaders throughout history. Each
person returns with a multitude of messages.
There is no death, we simply leave our bodies
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and return home to an amazing Loving Light
and magnificent places where the plants and
water are alive and respond to us.
Now scientists are stepping into the arena with
their personal accounts or acceptance that they
are a real event. Quantum physics tells us what
we think we know as reality is in fact an
illusion. Through the study of particle physics,
the operation of the brain, astrophysics, and
NDEs we are discovering that a whole new
spiritual way of seeing ourselves and the
universe.
We are One. That is what we are hearing in
many places, yet in the next breath we separate
ourselves from each other and the Creator.
One is always one and can never be more. Yet,
when we talk about being One, so often there is
an added, “and God…”. How can that be? Are
we One, and…? No, no extras, no additions,
There is only Oneness and we are it. We are
Oneness, or spirit experiencing a physical
existence.

Available from:

You are beyond amazingly beautiful. You are
the Loving Light we are being told about. That
is our reality, plain and simple. Nothing more.
And when we know that, it is our job to show it
in our treatment of each other, nature, and our
beautiful world we have created. Be the Love
you are!

http://www.penwithpress.co.uk/earthmystery-books/sig-lonegren-memoirs-of-ageomancer-on-gnowing-rational-or-irrationalno-both-detail £12.50
or

http://bit.ly/1J7CyGQ

THE WONDER OF YOU: What the NearDeath Experience Tells You about Yourself is
available through Amazon, Kindle, or several
on-line vendors.

This book tells of a journey by a Geomancer of
more than forty years standing. Sig Lonegren
has a master’s degree in the study of Sacred
Space, was a Trustee of the American Dowsers
and New England Antiquities Research
Association, a Life Honorary Vice President of
the British Society of Dowsers, and a Founding
Member of the Labyrinth Society.

A New Book from
Sig Lonegren

His life goal is to be at least one step nearer to
his Maker than he is now, and uses Geomancy
as a tool to achieve that goal.
The book starts with Sig’s the early days, and
how he first got into dowsing, by sharing a
profound experience which set him on his
quest.
From there he shares other experiences and
thoughts on topics such as; Astrology and
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world. Find out how your purchasing this deck
can make a difference!

Astronomy, Sacred Geometry, Science
Archaeology and History, Dead Straight Paths
around the Atlantic, Glastonbury etc.

About the Cards
From my own point of view, I have been
interested in Sig’s work for many years, ever
since reading his classic, “Spiritual Dowsing,”
printed by Gothic Image, which impressed me
greatly. So it was with interest that I read
“Memoirs of a Geomancer,” to get to know a
little more about the man.

The Vibrational Earth Children Oracle Deck
offers children from 8+ years, the opportunity
to discover a connection with positive
messages & guidance. The deck contains 52
enchanting images with simple, engaging
meanings & an 80 page guidebook to help
children learn in a safe & uplifting way. The
deck is non-denominational with a focus on
providing children with positive, constructive
& supportive ways to think about the world
around them. Each card’s message can be
explored alone or with an adult.

This book is written in a very easy style, and
142 pages long.
On the whole I enjoyed it, but I do admit to
jumping a little in the Sacred Geometry
chapter. But that is down to my own blindness
and phobia with numbers and mathematics.

The cards are 3" x 5" each in size and they
come with an interpretation and layout Guide
Book.

I would certainly recommend it to anyone
interested in Geomancy.

The cards can be obtained from the Vibrational
Energy website. $25.00 (Canadian)

Vibrational Earth Children
Oracle Deck

http://www.vibrationalenergy.com/vibrational-earth-children-oracledeck.html

Debbie A Anderson

(P.S You will need to copy and paste to search
engine as address stretches over more than
one line.)
There is a 13 min U Tube film about the cards
on the website, and shows you images of the
cards.
There are 52 Vibrational Energy Cards that
make up the Vibrational Earth Children Oracle
Deck.

Review
This is unusual, as I have never been asked to
review a Oracle deck before.

"This is my second deck and very close to my
heart as I have always felt that we need more
tools for children to be able to discover things
for themselves". Debbie A. Anderson

Debbie has done a lot of research into the
deck, after finding out that there was a need
for an Oracle Deck to be available for children.
Having completed the task, she states herself
that she wished that she had, had such a deck
when her son was growing up.

This Divination Set also includes a Guide Book
with interpretations by author Debbie A.
Anderson.
The artwork and illustrations are done by
artist Kim Dreyer.

The cards give positive messages and
guidance, and definitely aimed towards
children and children’s themes.

A percentage of all sales from the deck will be
donated to children's charities around the

I would definitely say that people interested in
the cards should take a look at the U Tube film,
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where Debbie guides us in the use of the cards,
in a very straightforward way. I was especially
interested when Debbie talks about, rather
than going straight to the definition of the card
in book, for parents to talk to the child to see
what they get from the card. As we are all
different, a child may have their own
interpretation which is right for them.

Creative Corner

When I first saw Gwynedd, it enchanted
me--and the thought of Merlyn came into
my mind. The poem and its title then came
forth to me immediately! And so it is.
Gwydion
Gwydion, Gwydion born of the trees

Women know only one size does not fit all.

Has the power of vision, into mysteries he
sees

Any way returning to the cards, the cards are
very beautifully illustrated, and good to
handle. If you feel drawn, why not give them a
try.

Musician and bard, son of a sun
Heals and enchants, what he thinks--it is
done

Suzanne Thomas

Around his castle, all is not what it seems
Manifesting his magic he comes in your
dreams
Born of the stars, he arrives wild and free
Then he can heal you or fill you with glee
In the dark you can see him, if you hold
the keys
Soaring high on the breezes, and away on
the seas
Devi (Sandra Wood) 3-15-2015

Dinas Dinlle, Gwynedd in North East Wales

" each in size and they come w
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He says you are the chosen one

The Meaning of Life

who deserves a new life
For people to see and know
You will be creative, caring and
giving.
Far and wide you will go
As I study this magic in my
hands
That twinkles at me
I know my reason for living
Looking above the tall trees

By Peter Churchill
The Paperback ISBN number is: 9781500669867 to Loved & Guided
http://www.bookrix.com/_ebook-peterchurchill-loved-amp-guided/

My eyes stare up and see
The wind blowing as the
branches sway
A tingling shivered feeling

The Profit Motive's Fading
via annie.mac

hovers over me.

The Profit Motive's Fading
soon it will be long gone.
A world where people co-create
A Uni-verse - One Song
No more will people think in terms
of 'What's in it for me?'
instead they'll offer up their time,
effort and energy.
'How can I be of service?'
'What difference can I make?'
'What part can I play in this plan?'
that's for all mankind's sake
'What can I give?', 'What can I do?'
'What example can I be?'
No more will people think in terms
of 'What's in it for me?'

I rub my eyes and stare
A shadow peeks out from
behind the trees
I jump in fright
A magical, spiritual creature
As black as the night it
approaches me
An angel whispers in the wind
“take this magic”
A golden glowing spiral twist
He passes it to me
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youtube.com film Leylines from
Atlantis to Stonehenge.
Past civilizations recognized that the
Earth emits harmonic energy and
sacred sites mark these special
locations.

And Finally

Letters & E mails to the
Editor

Something New for the
Fountain International Magazine

There is a row of very splendid yews in a
churchyard near Havant. I went in and said
Hallo. They started to tell me how they were
the tree equivalent of the sign Scorpio, very
strong, and very protective. Poisonous, of
course. I didn't mention this aspect and
neither did they. Well, if you don't want to be
poisoned, don't eat it. I have always got on
with yews, and with Scorpios as well, come to
that.
I think that with any tree, if we initiate a
conversation, they will reciprocate. Somebody
has to start, and it looks to me like the ball is in
our court.
From Suzanne Wheatley
I have the pleasure in announcing that Pierre
de Villiers has kindly offered to do a Dream
Analyst column in the Fountain International
Magazine, and will become our new Agony

On the Fountain International
Magazine Facebook page
Take a look at Maria Wheatley’s
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Uncle in the Fountain International
Newsletter.
So are you stuck with a problem, or dream that
you can’t decipher? Pierre has a wealth of
knowledge, experience, and has had a private
practice as a coach and therapist for the past
12 years. Why not use this free service?
Contact Suzanne at
suzanne@eaglebear.fsworld.co.uk in the first
instance, and I will pass on your e mail’s to
Pierre. All emails will be treated
confidentially.

We only have one Earth
Treat it as the special being

Pierre de Villiers

that it is.

Pierre de Villiers is a well-known South
African TV Personality of 20 years. He is an
influential actor, editor, international
recognised Forbes acclaimed author and
public speaker who has graced the covers of
several New York Magazines. With over
10,000 Twitter followers. Mr Commonwealth
SA 2015, is Pierre’s next big challenge as
presidentially decorated Captain in the Armed
Forces by Nelson Mandela for outstanding
service to his country.
“Go out to be the blessing to other people’s
lives” – Mike Eilertsen.

Pure Love Suzanne

TV Personality, Binneland Actor, Forbes
acclaimed Author, Private Practice Coach and
Dream Therapist, Dream Specialist, MC,
Inspirational Key Note Speaker, Editor at
Large of the South African Celebrity Magazine
with Brett Shuttleworth as Patron, Foxstar
Model, Contributing Counselor for DRUM
Magazine. Guest Lecturer in Life Skills for the
University of Johannesburg and guest
presenter for Gareth Cliff on Cliff Central.
Pierre De Villiers is constantly in the public
eye as a much loved celebrity.
“I have successfully touched people’s lives and
brought about positive change for them.
Helping people reach their true potential is
natural.”
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